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M

ore than ever, Canadian universities are giving
civic engagement (CE) (i.e. service learning, in
ternships, communitybased research, ﬁeld place
ments, coop, practicum, etc.) a central role in their
strategic plans. Given that one of the pillars of Wo
men’s and Gender Studies (WGS) has been “refusing
to accept the sterile divisions between academy and
community” (National Women’s Studies Association
2002), it would seem that WGS is poised to be a lead
er in this higher education orientation. Feminist Prax
is Revisited questions the supposed alignment
between our ﬁeld and civic engagement as an emer
ging priority within higher education. While activism,
community engagement, and praxis are fundamental
to WGS, what is the eﬀect of these initiatives on the
ﬁeld, students, and communities? Are we achieving
our goals of exposing students to feminist activism
“on the ground” by allowing them to apply inclass
learning? Do students leave these classes with an en
hanced civic identity and commitment to dive into
the “real” work of feminism? Feminist Praxis Revisited
asks these and even more pointed, and diﬃcult, ques
tions. For instance, despite our best intentions, is
WGS contributing to neoliberalism, white centricity,
and colonial impulses, as well as class or regional
chauvinism, through CE? Does WGS reinforce a
town/gown divide by assuming feminist praxis must
happen “elsewhere”?
Feminist Praxis Revisited contains a series of chapters
edited by Amber Dean, Jennifer L. Johnson, and
Susanne Luhmann, each of whom has an established
publication record in feminist pedagogy and civic en
gagement. e book features substantive chapters by
Canadian scholars who teach feminist CE courses
within their home disciplines, and the editors have se
lected authors that are located at Canadian universit
ies ranging from small teachingfocused institutions to
larger researchfocused schools. e book is organized
into two sections: Feminist Praxis/For Credit/Under
Neoliberalism and Critical Approaches to Praxis/In
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and Out of the Classroom. In each, authors describe
their forays into feminist CE against the backdrop of
federal and provincial cuts to education. Usefully, the
book contains some chapters by activistacademics
who speak to how economic austerity harms social
services, nonproﬁts, and academia alike.
A critique of neoliberalism underlies the arguments of
the book. In their chapters, Joanne Muzak, Lise Got
tell, and Judith Taylor remind that governments have
cut funding for both higher education and social ser
vices; feminist organizations are particularly vulner
able because they did not recover when the Harper
government slashed support for the Status of Women
Canada. CE mandates ﬁll this gap in two ways: ﬁrst,
governments can frame CE as job training thereby
concretizing the dream of a universitytoworkplace
pipeline; second, organizations may look to unpaid
students to do the work of formerly paid staﬀ. e
irony is that once a student graduates, the job they
supposedly “trained” for at an organization is not
there. Muzak eﬀectively argues that WGS professors
are mistaken when they assume that students will
learn or observe feminist activism through a com
munity project; she reminds that the Harper govern
ment (as well as subsequent provincial governments)
penalized organizations for their social justice motiva
tion. In order to survive, many organizations drifted
towards apolitical service provision. Taylor illustrates
why this creates the ground for a failed experience:
students enter these sites in a heightened critique
mode that they turn on community workers for not
doing feminism “right.” Taylor argues that students
may not have the experience or humility to appreciate
the messiness of feminist work. Catherine Orr’s con
clusion to the book pulls these lines of argument to
gether by advocating uneasiness—the notquiteright
feeling—that is productive for learning as well as dis
mantling privilege.
In addition to critiquing neoliberalism, Feminist Prax
is Revisited rethinks the assumption that feminist CE
best happens outside university walls. is interven
tion unpacks where learning “should” to occur. Other
CE scholars dismantle the deﬁcit model that positions
communities—often racialized, Indigenous, and/or
poor—as in need of saving or ﬁxing (Butin 2008;
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Mitchell 2008). In this collection, chapters by Amber
Dean, Sarita Srivastava, Ilya Parkins, Judith Taylor, and
Jennifer L. Johnson oﬀer a similar critique of academic
saviorism. I was particularly struck by Dean and
Rachel Alpha Johnston Hurst’s assertion that an us/
them divide not only leaves the university unchecked
as a site of harm but assumes that students do not have
a role to play in addressing problems at the university
itself. What if the best site for feminist praxis is not
“out there” but right here? is question shifts what
CE is supposed to be, and Jennifer L. Johnson’s rumin
ation on the territorialization of feminist praxis/CE at
the end of the book is a solid dénouement for this in
quiry.
One of my frustrations with CE literature is how often
it centralizes a privileged academic experience: the
white middle class student who lives away from family
on or near campus. As someone who teaches at a com
muter school with a student population that is mostly
racialized, working poor, from local urban neighbour
hoods, and ﬁrst generation to college, I appreciate that
several chapters in Feminist Praxis Revisited acknow
ledge that students may be living in their own com
munities while attending university. I do wish,
however, that at least one chapter focused on feminist
praxis in this context because it is sorely lacking in CE
research. Despite this absence, Srivastava and Johnson
promote feminist praxis where students live. ese au
thors remind that students have the potential to inter
vene, build, or shape communities where they already
are, which may be more empowering and transformat
ive for students (and communities) than sending stu
dents into an environment where they have no ties. In
addition to engagementinplace feminist praxis, deep
learning can happen through selfreﬂexivity about so
cial location and ancestral history. As explained in their
respective chapters, Dean, Parkins, and Margot Francis
ask students to examine how they are implicated in
white settler colonialism. Feminist professors can activ
ate relational responsibility by requiring settlerstu
dents to reckon with their lack of innocence in the
colonial project of nationbuilding. is kind of praxis
can instill lifelong reﬂexivity that is lacking in the
“one and done” CE model that assumes student trans
formation will occur through one CE class.
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Notably missing from Feminist Praxis Revisited is en
gagement with Tania D. Mitchell’s work on critical
servicelearning, a subﬁeld of CE that advocates re
distributing power, social change, and developing au
thentic relationships through CE courses (Mitchell
2008, 53). Conversation with her work would height
en the book’s usefulness for CE scholars. Feminist
Praxis Revisited is best read alongside scholarly ap
praisals of the activist intention of WGS (Orr 2012).
e chapters written by activistacademics who have
one foot in each world are especially valuable to un
derstand the misalignment between WGS and shifting
terrain of grassroots work. Readers looking for a “how
to” manual are better served by reading Karen Dug
ger’s Handbook on Service Learning in Women’s Studies
and the Disciplines (2008). However, the descriptions
in Feminist Praxis Revisited of what has been tried,
what has worked, and what has not not worked in the
classroom are helpful to those teaching feminist CE
courses. In addition to CE scholars and WGS profess
ors or feminist teachers, those in critical university
studies will appreciate the book’s critique of how neo
liberalism shifts higher education.
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